A mathematical model is presented for the determination of human exposure to ambient air pollution in an urban area; the model is a refined version of a previously developed mathematical model EXPAND (EXposure model for Particulate matter And Nitrogen oxides). The model combines predicted concentrations, information on people’s activities and location of the population to evaluate the spatial and temporal variation of average exposure of the urban population to ambient air pollution in different microenvironments. The revisions of the modelling system containing the EXPAND model include improvements of the associated urban emission and dispersion modelling system, an improved treatment of the time-use of population, and better treatment for the infiltration coefficients from outdoor to indoor air. The revised model version can also be used for estimating intake fractions for various pollutants, source categories and population subgroups. We present numerical results on annual spatial concentration, time activity and population exposures to PM$_{2.5}$ in the Helsinki Metropolitan Area and Helsinki for 2008 and 2009, respectively. Approximately 60% of the total exposure occurred at home, 17% at work, 4% in traffic and 19% in other micro-environments in the Helsinki Metropolitan Area. The population exposure originating from the long range transported background concentrations was responsible for a major fraction, 86%, of the total exposure in Helsinki. The largest local contributors were vehicular emissions (12%) and shipping (2%).
1 INTRODUCTION

Exposure models vary from simple relations of the health aspects with the outdoor air concentrations up to comprehensive deterministic exposure models (e.g., Kousa et al., 2002; Ashmore and Dimitripoulou, 2009). Most of the epidemiological studies have been conducted based on relations between pollution concentrations measured at fixed ambient air quality monitoring sites, or modelled values using land-use regression models, and community-level health indicators, such as mortality (Pope and Dockery, 2006).

Since the urban population spends typically 80-95% of their time indoors (Hänninen et al., 2005; Schweizer et al., 2007), the exposure to particles is dominated by exposure in indoor environments. The most simplistic approaches ignore the differences between indoor and outdoor air. Indoor air quality is determined by infiltration, ventilation and indoor pollution sources. Infiltration of outdoor particles indoors can be significant even in tight buildings that use mechanical ventilation systems and efficient air intake filters. Infiltration can also occur due to the operation of windows and doors, and cracks in the building envelope and window and door frames (Hänninen et al., 2005). Population exposure can therefore be significantly different, depending on the structure and ventilation of buildings.

If one only takes into consideration concentration levels at measurement sites, fine-scale spatial variability is disregarded. However, the concentrations of pollutants in urban areas may vary by an order of magnitude on a scale of tens of meters. This is particularly important for traffic-originated pollution. Moreover, most of the simplistic models ignore the activity patterns of individuals, i.e., people’s day-to-day movements from one location to another, which is known to cause significant variations in exposure (Beckx et al., 2009).

The assessment of exposure with a deterministic approach usually requires application of integrated model chains starting from estimation of emissions to atmospheric dispersion and transformation of air pollutants. This can be complemented with time-microenvironment-activity models, an essential part of exposure assessment, and indoor to outdoor (i/o) concentration ratios. Microenvironment is defined by a location in which human exposure takes place, containing a relatively uniform concentration, such as, e.g., home or workplace. The average personal or population exposure is then estimated as a linear combination of concentrations in different microenvironments, weighted by the time spent in each of them.
Probabilistic models of population exposure distributions such as EXPOLIS (Hänninen et al., 2003, 2005) and INDAIR (Dimitroulopoulou et al., 2006) provide the frequency distribution of exposure within a population, rather than mean or individual exposures. The population exposure can also be obtained by combining time-activity, dispersion modelling, and Geographical Information Systems techniques; this approach has been adopted in the models developed by Jensen (1999), Kousa et al. (2002), Gulliver and Briggs (2005), Beckx et al. (2009) and Borrego et al. (2009). These models can evaluate the individual or population exposure in different microenvironments during the day. In particular, the deterministic modelling system EXPAND (EXposure model for Particulate matter And Nitrogen oxiDes; Kousa et al., 2002) can be applied to continuous time segments ranging from one hour to several years, and for various urban spatial domains, as the time-activity and emission data are temporally and spatially resolved. The city-scale resolution allows taking into consideration small scale (street and neighbourhood scales) spatial variability. The EXPAND model can also consider exposure pathways, by evaluating population intake fractions (Loh et al., 2009).

The EXPAND model was developed for the determination of human exposure to ambient air pollution in an urban area. The aims of this article are to describe a substantially improved version of this model and to present selected illustrative numerical results. Numerical results were computed for human exposure to fine particulate matter (PM$_{2.5}$) in the Helsinki Metropolitan Area for 2008 and in Helsinki for 2009. The Helsinki Metropolitan Area is located by the Baltic Sea and it comprises of four cities: Helsinki, Espoo, Vantaa and Kauniainen; the total population is slightly over 1.0 million. The population of Helsinki is over 600 thousand. We have evaluated the exposure of the population in terms of both various micro-environments and the main source categories. This study also presents for the first time quantitative evaluations of the influence of shipping emissions on concentrations and population exposure in Helsinki.

2 METHODOLOGY

2.1 Modelling of vehicular traffic flows

We have modelled the traffic flows in the street network of the Helsinki Metropolitan Area using the EMME/2 interactive transportation planning package (INRO, 1994). The model
generates a treatment for the traffic demand on the basis of given scenarios, and allocates the activity over the links (i.e., segments of road or street) of this network, according to predetermined set of rules and individual link characteristics (Elolähde, 2006). The traffic demand generated by the model is governed by the assumed socio-economic urban structure and location of the main activities, such as residential areas and workplaces, as well as the usage rate of public transport. Both the urban bus routes and the incoming and outgoing coach traffic are included in the model.

According to the link characteristics and the number of vehicles, the software is used to compute the average speed of vehicular traffic for each link on a given hour of the day. Furthermore, both weekly and seasonal variations of the traffic density are taken into account. The profiles of vehicle speed and vehicle numbers are then computed for each link for each hour of the day (separately for weekdays, Saturdays and Sundays), and further aggregated over the year.

In this study, approximately 4300 road and street links were included in the computations. The model also allows for the activities at all the major ports in Helsinki; which increase heavy duty vehicle traffic, in particular. In this study, the traffic flow modelling was based on the traffic data for 2008 and 2009, for the corresponding dispersion computations for 2008 and 2009, respectively. It was pertinent to use up-to-date traffic data, due to recent substantial changes of traffic flows, caused especially by a recently constructed major cargo harbour in the easternmost part of Helsinki at Vuosaari. This new harbour is located further away from the Helsinki city centre, and it has been active since November 2008. The container terminals of the harbours at Sörnäinen and at the Western harbour (which are located in central Helsinki) were transferred to the harbour at Vuosaari.

2.2 Modelling of emissions

The emissions of PM$_{2.5}$ were evaluated in the Helsinki Metropolitan Area for 2008, and in a more limited domain, the city of Helsinki for 2009. We have included the emissions originated from urban vehicular traffic for both years, and the emissions from shipping and major stationary sources for 2009. This approach has allowed us to study both the general characteristics of population exposure in the whole of the metropolitan area, and in more detail the influence of two potentially significant local source categories in the capital city.
2.2.1 Exhaust and suspension emissions originated from vehicular traffic

The emissions of PM$_{2.5}$ were computed for each link using average speed-dependent functions, determined separately for each vehicle category (Laurikko et al., 2003). The emission factors were based on European emission factors, and these take into account the age distribution of the Finnish vehicle fleet (Kauhaniemi et al., 2011, Laurikko et al., 2003). A total of 14 vehicle categories were included, divided to petrol cars with or without a catalytic converter, diesel-fuelled vehicles, as well as busses and other heavy duty vehicles. The division of the vehicles within the passenger car category was based on the registration statistics.

We evaluated the vehicular-traffic emissions by scaling a previously compiled detailed inventory for the year 2005, to correspond to the years 2008 and 2009. The national vehicular exhaust emission values are available for 2005, 2008 and 2009 from a calculation system for traffic exhaust emissions and energy consumption, LIPASTO (Mäkelä, 2002). The scaling was performed for each road link, mainly using the ratio of the total vehicular exhaust emissions of PM$_{2.5}$ in Helsinki Metropolitan Area in 2005 to that in 2008 and 2009, respectively. This means that the vehicular exhaust emissions were assumed to vary with a constant percentage from 2005 to 2008 or 2009. In addition, this scaling allows for major changes in traffic flows, such as those caused by the transferred cargo harbours.

In the Nordic countries, the cold start and cold driving emissions of PM$_{2.5}$ can be substantial, especially in winter. These emissions were taken into account, using coefficients based on laboratory emission measurements (Laurikko, 1998). The coefficients were estimated separately for weekdays and weekend, and take into consideration the temperature of ambient air and the fraction of vehicles using a pre-heating of engine (Kauhaniemi et al., 2008).

We also applied a model for the road suspension emissions for PM$_{2.5}$, FORE, described by Kauhaniemi et al. (2011). This model is based on the model presented by Omstedt et al. (2005). The emission factor for suspension of road dust (in units μg/veh/m) is a product of the so-called reference emission factors, the reduction factor of the moisture content of the street, and a weighted sum of the contribution of particles from the wear of pavement and from the traction sand. The FORE model can be used as an assessment tool for urban PM$_{2.5}$.
contributions in various European regions, provided that the model input values are available for local traffic flow, meteorological data and region-specific coefficients. The region-specific coefficients can be determined with fairly simple measurements, as described by Omstedt et al. (2005).

However, the emissions from brake, tire, and clutch wear are not included in the model, due to their small contribution compared to suspension and road wear emissions in the Nordic countries. The baseline values for the suspension emission model were set by the reference emission factors that depend on the period (that may include street sanding or not), the mass fraction of particles (fine and coarse), and the traffic environment (urban or highway).

2.2.2 Emissions originated from shipping

Emissions from ship traffic in the harbours of Helsinki and in the surrounding sea areas were modelled using the Ship Traffic Emissions Assessment Model (STEAM) presented by Jalkanen et al. (2009 and 2012). The method is based on using the messages provided by the Automatic Identification System (AIS), which enable the positioning of ship emissions with a high spatial resolution (typically a few tens of metres). The model also takes into account the detailed technical data of each individual vessel. The AIS messages were received from the Finnish AIS network.

The geographical domain of ship emission modelling was selected so that all the major harbours in Helsinki were included. We modelled the emissions (i) from ships cruising in the selected domain in the vicinity of Helsinki; (ii) from ships manoeuvring in harbours; and (iii) from the use of diesel generators at ships while at berth. Emissions from other sources in harbours, such as various harbour machinery, were not included.

The computational domain of the shipping emissions comprises a rectangular area, the extent of which is 21.5 km in the east to west direction, and 25.5 km in the north to south direction. The cell size of the computational grid is 0.001°. This domain is slightly larger than the computational domain for evaluating exposures, as we considered it appropriate to include also the shipping emissions originated from the sea areas in the vicinity of Helsinki.
2.2.3 Emissions originated from stationary sources

The emissions from major stationary sources in the Helsinki Metropolitan Area were mainly originated from energy production and other industrial sources. We have allowed for the most widely used methods for heating of residential buildings and domestic water, and for household appliances, viz. electricity (33 %) and district heating (29 %) (Statistics Finland, 2012).

The third most important source of energy for households is small-scale combustion, which mainly constitutes of the burning of wood (23 %). However, small-scale combustion was not included in this study, as the spatial distribution of the emission data was not known with sufficient accuracy.

2.3 Dispersion modelling

The urban atmospheric dispersion modelling system utilized in this study combines the road network dispersion model CAR-FMI (Contaminants in the Air from a Road) for vehicular traffic and shipping, and the UDM-FMI model (Urban Dispersion Model) for stationary sources. These models have been addressed in detail by, e.g., Karppinen et al. (2000a) and Kukkonen et al. (2001). Both of these models are multiple source Gaussian urban dispersion models.

The dispersion parameters are modelled as a function of Monin-Obukhov length, friction velocity, and boundary layer height, which are computed with meteorological pre-processing model MPP-FMI (Karppinen et al., 2001). This model has been used with input data from the three nearest synoptic weather stations and the nearest sounding station, to evaluate an hourly meteorological time series for the dispersion modelling computations.

In the urban scale computations, PM$_{2.5}$ was treated as a tracer contaminant, i.e., no chemical reactions or aerosol processes were included in the calculations. The computations included approximately 5000 line sources for vehicular traffic and shipping for both years, and in addition, 40 stationary sources (power plants and industrial facilities) for 2009. All shipping emissions were treated as line sources with an injection height of 30 m above the sea level. The value of 30 m is a weighted average value of the injection heights of all ships considered
(including also their estimated average plume rise); as relative weighting coefficients we used
the magnitudes of emissions provided by the STEAM model. The STEAM model includes a
detailed database that contains technical properties of all major ships that travel in the Baltic
Sea.

For 2008, the regional and long-range transported (LRT) background concentrations were
based on the concentrations computed with the LOTOS-EUROS model (Schaap et al., 2008).
We selected as the LRT background values the predicted hourly PM$_{2.5}$ concentrations at a
model grid square (approximately of the size of 7 x 7 km$^2$) that includes the regional
background station Luukki. This site has previously been found to represent well the LRT
background concentrations for the Helsinki Metropolitan Area; the influence of local sources
on the PM$_{2.5}$ concentrations at this station has been estimated to be on the average less than 10
%. The reason for using the predictions of the LOTOS-EUROS model was the harmonization
of regional background computations in the EU-funded TRANSPHORM project
(www.transphorm.eu). However, for 2009, we used as the LRT background concentrations
the measured values at the measurement site in Luukki.

The computations of the LOTOS-EUROS model on a European scale included the formation
of secondary inorganic aerosol, including sulphates, nitrates and ammonia, but these did not
include the formation of secondary organic aerosol. The contributions from sea salt, wild-land
fires and elemental carbon have also been included. The secondary PM$_{2.5}$ has therefore been
modelled with a reasonable accuracy in the regional background concentration values;
however, there is an underprediction, caused presumably mainly by the missing secondary
organic aerosol fraction.

The local contribution of sea salt aerosol in PM$_{2.5}$ is on the average smaller than 0.2 µg/m$^3$ in
Helsinki; the low value is mainly due to the low salinity of the Baltic Sea (Sofiev et al, 2011).
The wind-blown dust concentrations are also low on an annual average level, emitted by
distant sources (Franzen et al., 1994). Hence, the urban-scale computation included only the
LRT’ed contribution of these natural aerosols.

The concentrations were computed in an adjustable grid. The receptor grid intervals ranged
from approximately 20 meters in the vicinity of the major roads to 500 meters on the outskirts
of the area. The number of receptor points was more than 18000 and more than 6000 for the
computations of vehicular traffic and shipping, and for the stationary sources, respectively.

The CAR-FMI model has previously been evaluated against the measured data of urban
measurement networks in Helsinki Metropolitan Area and in London both for gaseous
pollutants (e.g., Karppinen et al., 2000b, Kousa et al., 2001 and Hellén et al., 2005) and for
PM$_{2.5}$ (Kauhaniemi et al., 2008, Sokhi et al., 2008 and Singh et al., 2013). The performance of
the CAR-FMI model has also been evaluated against the results of a field measurement
campaign and other roadside dispersion models (Kukkonen et al., 2001, Öttl et al., 2001,
Levitin et al., 2005). The UDM-FMI has been evaluated against the measured data of urban
measurement networks in Helsinki Metropolitan Area (Karppinen et al., 2000b, Kousa et al.,
2001) and the tracer experiments of Kincaid, Copenhagen and Lilleström. The main limitation
of Gaussian dispersion models is that they do not allow for the detailed structure of buildings
and obstacles.

2.4 Modelling of human activities

We obtained the information on the location of the population from the data set that has been
collected annually by the municipalities of the Helsinki Metropolitan Area. The human
activity data within the EXPAND model is based on this data set. The dataset contains
information on the dwelling houses, enterprises and agencies located in the area in 2009. The
dataset provides geographic information on the total number and age distribution of people
living in a particular building, and the total number of people working at a particular
workplace. The data also includes information on the number and location of customers in
shops and restaurants, and individuals in other recreational activities.

The location of people in traffic was evaluated using the computed traffic flow information.
This information is available separately for buses, cars, trains, trams, metro, pedestrians, and
cyclists for each street and rail section on an hourly basis. Neither this information nor the
above mentioned information from the municipalities identifies individual persons. Time
activity of people in harbours was based on the numbers of travellers in each ship line and the
time tables of ships arriving to and departing from Helsinki.
The time-microenvironment activity data for both years considered (2008 and 2009) is based on the time use survey by Statistics Finland. The time activity data were collected from 532 randomly selected over 10-year old inhabitants in the Helsinki Metropolitan Area for the years 2009 and 2010 (OSF, 2013). There was no detailed information on the time activities of children that are younger than or equal to 10 years old; it was therefore assumed in the activity modelling that such children stay at home all the time. This assumption will probably result in only moderate inaccuracies, as most of the childcare facilities and schools are located within a radius of three kilometres from a child’s home.

Population time-activity data was divided into four micro-environments: home, workplace, traffic, and other activities. The category ‘other activities’ includes customers in shops, restaurants and other locations; however, it does not include the personnel working at such places (they are included in the category ‘workplace’). The time-activity data is updated by the municipalities once in every 10 years. The data that we have used in this study (corresponding to the year 2009) is therefore better representative for the last few years than the data used in the previous EXPAND model version (Kousa et al., 2002). The previously applied time-microenvironment activity data was provided for Helsinki in the EXPOLIS study. The EXPOLIS activity data included only adult urban populations, from 25 to 55 years of age, whereas the new activity data comprises of all population age-groups.

2.5 The infiltration of outdoor air indoors

Indoor air quality is determined by the efficiency of infiltration of outdoor air indoors, ventilation and indoor air pollution sources. An infiltration factor \( F_{\text{inf}} \) for pollutant species \( a \) is defined as

\[
F_{\text{inf}} = \frac{C_{ai}}{C_a}
\]

where \( C_{ai} \) is the indoor air concentration of species \( a \) originating from ambient air, and \( C_a \) is the outdoor air concentration of species \( a \). By definition \( 0 \leq F_{\text{inf}} \leq 1 \).

The infiltration rates of ambient air particles in the previous version of the EXPAND model were estimated using data based on the EXPOLIS study. This was a population representative
study on working age people, conducted in 1996-97. It included measurements of indoor and outdoor PM$_{2.5}$ concentrations, and X-ray fluorescence analysis of elemental markers (Hänninen et al., 2004; Jantunen et al., 1998; Rotko et al., 2000). Elemental sulphur was used as a marker of the outdoor originating particles in 84 residences. The i/o ratios of sulphur in particles were also corrected to allow for the particle size distributions (Hänninen et al., 2004).

The infiltration factors at workplaces of the same subjects were also analysed. The workplaces are distributed following a random population sample, but differences between different types of workplaces could not be evaluated, due to the limited number of subjects. Data on infiltration factors in public buildings is scarce; it has therefore been assumed that the values determined in the EXPOLIS project correspond to all workplaces.

In this study, the previous EXPOLIS infiltration estimates were updated, using also aerosol measurements in the ULTRA-2 study. These aerosol samples were collected in Helsinki in 1999, including a sample of homes of 47 cardiovascular patients, with 4-5 repeated measurements (Lanki et al., 2008). The set of homes is smaller in this sample, but the methods were updated to include a treatment of particle size dependent behaviour. The comparison of the results obtained using sulphur-based and aerosol methods revealed significant differences in the aerosol parameters; in particular, regarding the deposition rate and the estimation of the air exchange rates. Nevertheless, the PM$_{2.5}$ infiltration factor distributions of residences were almost identical and were not affected by the improved methods.

In this study, we have evaluated only the impact of outdoor air pollution on the population exposure. We have considered neither the influence of indoor sources of PM$_{2.5}$ nor the impact of particulate matter transformation and deposition in the indoor environments on the population exposure. In order to account for the indoor concentrations, the EXPAND model could be used to consider the ratio between indoor and outdoor concentrations. However, the detailed value of this ratio depends on numerous factors, in particular the influence of indoor sources.

The infiltration factors in the present study are based on the results that have been summarised in Table 1. These PM2.5 infiltration rates were estimated based on residential and workplace
measurements using two relatively large population-based datasets (EXPOLIS and ULTRA-2). We therefore evaluate that the residential infiltration rates have been fairly reliably estimated for the 1996-99 building stock. The corresponding values for workplaces, representing partly public buildings and partly private occupational businesses, are available only from the EXPOLIS study. The infiltration estimates for non-residential buildings therefore contain more substantial uncertainties.

For simplicity, a weighted average of the presented results, i.e., the value of 0.57, was assumed to represent both the home and work environments. As the information in the case of traffic and other microenvironments was very scarce, it was assumed that the infiltration factor would be equal to one for those microenvironments.

The Finnish building code (EP, 2002) has been updated in 2002 and 2010, setting new requirements for improved energy efficiency and improved filtration in ventilation. The infiltration rates will therefore be lower in buildings that have been built after the two above mentioned studies. Hänninen et al. (2005) estimated that there was a 20 % reduction of infiltration factors in the building stock that was built in the 1990’s, in comparison with older buildings. The same long-term trend has continued in the 2000’s. Considering all buildings, the impact on infiltration factors of improved energy efficiency and filtration in ventilation is much smaller, due to the slow renewal rate of the building stock, estimated to be of the order of 1-2 % annually.

2.6 Modelling of exposure

Exposure to air pollutants can be represented as the sum of the products of time spent by a person in different locations and the averaged air pollutant concentrations prevailing in those locations. These locations are commonly categorised into micro-environments, which are assumed to have homogeneous pollutant concentrations. Exposure can therefore be written as:

\[ E_i = \sum_{j=1}^{m} T_{ij} C_{ij} \]  

where \( E_i \) is the total exposure of person \( i \) in various micro-environments [µg m\(^{-3}\) s], \( m \) is the number of different microenvironments, \( T_{ij} \) is the time spent in microenvironment \( j \) by person \( i \) [s] and \( C_{ij} \) is the air pollutant concentration that person \( i \) experiences in microenvironment \( j \).
[µg m$^{-3}$]. Equation (2) can also be interpreted as a weighted sum of concentrations, in which the weights are equal to the time spent in each micro-environment.

The main objective of this study was to evaluate the average exposure of the population with reasonable accuracy, instead of the personal exposures of specific individuals. The exposure modelling in case of homes is done by combining residential coordinates with the information on the number of inhabitants at each building and the time spent at home during each day. Correspondingly, for the workplace coordinates, the number of the personnel and the time spent at the workplace are combined.

The population activities at other locations (such as, e.g., shops, restaurants, cafes, pubs, cinemas, libraries and theatres) are evaluated using statistical information of leisure time (CHUF, 2009). The number of persons in traffic is evaluated based on the predicted traffic flows. In the case of buses, trains, metro, trams and pedestrians and cyclists, the number of persons and the time they spend in each street or rail section is estimated using the traffic-planning model EMME/2. In case of private cars, the EMME/2 model predicts the number of cars; we assumed that the number of passengers in each car is equal to the average value in the area, i.e., 1.31 (Hellman, 2012).

The concentrations are interpolated on to a rectangular grid in the model. The data regarding population activities (number of persons * hour) is also converted to the same grid. For this study, the grid-size was selected as 50*50 m$^2$. The GIS system MapInfo is subsequently utilised in the post-processing and visualisation of this information.

The model has also been extended to be able to use various internationally used coordination systems; details have been reported in Appendix A.

2.7 Modelling of intake fractions

The EXPAND model was refined to calculate not only exposures, but also intake fractions (iF) for the available substances. The iF is defined as intake by humans via relevant exposure pathways, divided by the emissions of the pollutant. For instance, an intake fraction of one in a million ($10^{-6}$) means that for every tonne of a pollutant emitted, 1 g is inhaled by the exposed population. The iF concept provides a measure of the portion of a source’s emissions
that is, e.g., inhaled by an exposed population over a defined period of time. The iF concept can be useful in both screening-level order-of-magnitude estimates and more detailed policy modelling of non-reactive compounds (Bennett et al., 2002).

The model allows for the estimation of the spatial and temporal distribution of iF’s, by combining and processing different input values: time-microenvironment activity data, the spatial location of the population, micro-environmental population breathing rates, and pollutant concentration distributions (Loh et al., 2009). The emissions can be considered for one source only, or for a selected source category. The iF can be calculated using exposure estimates for the micro-environments of interest and the average breathing rate of a population, while in each micro-environment.

3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We address results computed for two years, 2008 and 2009. The computations in 2008 address the Helsinki Metropolitan Area, whereas the computations in 2009 focus on the city of Helsinki. Both computations include the LRT pollution, and the vehicular emissions. However, the computations for 2009 additionally include the emissions from major stationary sources and the emissions from shipping in the vicinity and in the harbours of Helsinki. The computations for 2008 can therefore be used for examining the population exposure within a wider area (the whole of the Helsinki Metropolitan Area), whereas those for 2009 are useful for investigating, in particular, the influence of major stationary sources and shipping on the population exposure within the more limited area of the Finnish capital.

3.1 Predicted emissions of PM$_{2.5}$

The total emissions of PM$_{2.5}$ originated from vehicular traffic were 322 tonnes for the Helsinki Metropolitan Area in 2008, and 202 tonnes for Helsinki in 2009. The vehicular emissions include exhaust emissions (these include also cold start and driving) and road suspension emissions. The emissions of PM$_{2.5}$ originated from ships were estimated to be 204 tonnes in Helsinki in 2009. The PM emissions originated from major stationary sources were 225 tonnes in Helsinki in 2009, according to Lappi et al. (2008). In summary, the total annual emissions from vehicular sources and from shipping were approximately the same in Helsinki
in 2009, and the emissions from major stationary sources were slightly higher than those from vehicular or shipping sources.

The emissions of PM$_{2.5}$ originated from shipping in 2009 are presented in Fig. Figure 1b. There are three main harbours in central Helsinki, listed from north to south: the Kulosaari harbour, the Southern harbour and the Western harbour. The emissions per unit area are largest within these three harbour areas. One reason for the relatively high shipping emissions in harbours is that auxiliary diesel engines are used for power generation while at berth; these engines have relatively higher emissions per power output, compared with the main engines (Jalkanen et al., 2012). The second largest emissions occur along the main shipping routes from Helsinki to Tallinn (the southward ones) and to other major cities.

The small-scale combustion emissions were not included in the dispersion computations, due to insufficient information regarding the spatial distribution and magnitudes of these emissions. The contribution of small-scale combustion to the total PM$_{2.5}$ emissions in Helsinki Metropolitan Area has been estimated to be 15 %; this fraction is slightly lower than the corresponding one for stationary sources (21 %) (Niemi et al, 2009 and Gröndahl et al, 2013). In the present study, allowing also for the emissions of small-scale combustion as reported in the above mentioned studies, the contributions of the different emission source categories for PM$_{2.5}$ in Helsinki in 2009 are: 36 % for vehicular traffic, 23 % for major stationary sources, 23 % for shipping and 18 % for small-scale combustion.

### 3.2 Predicted concentrations of PM$_{2.5}$

The predicted concentrations for vehicular emissions and LRT in 2008 are presented in Fig. Figure 2. The centre of Helsinki is on a peninsula that is located approximately in the middle of the southern part of Fig. Figure 2. The LRT is responsible for a substantial fraction of the total PM$_{2.5}$ concentrations. The concentrations are highest in the vicinity of the main roads and streets, and in the centre of Helsinki. Fig. Figure 2 shows also the distinct influence of the ring roads number 1 (situated at a distance of about 8 km from the city centre) and number 3 (situated about 15 km from the city centre), the major roads leading to the Helsinki city centre, and the junctions of major roads and streets. The overall characteristics of the spatial distribution of the predicted concentrations in 2009 were very similar to those in 2008, and are therefore not presented here.
Averaging the results, for 2008, over all receptor grid locations, shows that LRT, vehicular traffic and shipping contribute 86%, 11% and 3% to the PM$_{2.5}$ concentrations, respectively. Although the average contribution of shipping to the total PM$_{2.5}$ concentrations within the whole of the modelled domain was modest, this contribution can be higher than 20% in the vicinity of the harbours (within a distance of approximately one kilometre).

The computations for 2008 have been evaluated against the measurement data from the air quality monitoring network at the Helsinki Metropolitan Area; selected example results have been presented in Fig. Figure 3. In general, the agreement of the measured and predicted values was good or fairly good. For instance, the index of agreement that corresponds to the comparison of predicted and measured hourly time series of the PM$_{2.5}$ concentrations varied from 0.72 to 0.73 at the available three stations, whereas the fractional bias varied from -0.16 to -0.22.

It is appropriate to evaluate, whether the above mentioned values on the contribution of shipping and harbours on the PM$_{2.5}$ concentrations are correct. We have therefore compared the predicted annual average concentration values with the available measurements of the Helsinki Region Environmental Services Authority in the vicinity of harbours from 2008 to 2010 (Table 2). For two stations, the year of measurement was not the same as the predicted year (2009); these comparisons are therefore only qualitative. The measured data included from 95 to 97% of the hourly values for all these stations.

Regarding the values at the stations in the vicinity of the harbours, the agreement of the predicted and measured annual means ranged from 5 to 9%. This adds some confidence that the predicted contributions from shipping are probably approximately correct. The annual averages of the measured and predicted urban background values also differed only slightly. However, for the computations in 2009 we have used the measured regional background concentration values, which constitute a substantial fraction of the predicted concentrations.

### 3.3 Predicted time-activities

The time-activity of the population was divided into four categories: home, workplace, traffic and other activities. The diurnal variation of population activities in various
microenvironments in the Helsinki Metropolitan Area is presented in Fig. Figure 4. The children that are younger or equal to 10 years have been excluded from the data of this figure; however, they are included in the subsequent exposure computations. In the data presented in Fig. Figure 4, we have combined indoor and outdoor time-activity in each microenvironment. On average people spend most of their time at home environment. As expected, in the late afternoon and early evening, people spend a substantial fraction of their time in traffic and in other activities (these include shopping and various recreational activities). The results presented in Fig. Figure 4 can be compared with the previously applied time-activity data for the adult population, presented by Kousa et al. (2002). As expected, the more comprehensive sample of the population presented in Fig. Figure 4 (including population of all ages larger than 10 years) includes a substantially larger fraction of home activities, and a smaller fraction of work activities.

The spatial and temporal distributions of the time-activity were modelled separately for each microenvironment. The annually averaged results have been presented in Figs. Figure 5a-e. As expected, the population density values are highest in the centre of Helsinki (Fig. Figure 5a). There are also elevated levels of population density in the vicinity of the district centres of the other major cities in the area (Espoo and Vantaa), and in the vicinity of major roads and streets. The work time-activities are focused in some regions of central Helsinki, in the district centres, and in some industrial areas, whereas the home activities, and partly also the other activities are much more evenly dispersed throughout the area.

3.4 Predicted exposures to PM$_{2.5}$

3.4.1 Exposures in various micro-environments in 2008

The population exposures were computed based on the predicted PM$_{2.5}$ concentrations and time-activities. The predicted concentration and population data were interpolated on to a rectangular grid with a grid size of 50 m. The population exposures were computed for each hour of the year, at 18.7 x 10$^3$ receptor grid squares, separately for the selected four micro-environments.
Population exposure is a combination of both the concentration and activity (or population density) values. The fractions of exposure in various micro-environments compared with the total population exposure to PM$_{2.5}$ have been presented in Fig. Figure 6a. These values include all age groups (including also children younger than 10 years). The exposure at home is responsible for most of the exposure, 60 %; whereas the work and other activities exposures are responsible for most of the rest of the exposure, i.e., 19 and 17 %, respectively.

We have compared the shares of time-activity and exposure in each microenvironment in Table 3, according to the computations. The contributions to the total time-activity and exposure are similar for home, work and other activities microenvironments; this indicates that there are no major relative differences in the average concentrations prevailing at those microenvironments. However, for traffic the contribution to exposure is substantially higher than the corresponding contribution to time-activity. This is mainly caused by the relatively higher concentrations on the roads and streets and in their vicinity.

We have presented the spatial distributions of the predicted annual average population exposures in the Helsinki Metropolitan Area in 2008 in Figs. Figure 7a-e, for the total exposure and separately for all micro-environments. These distributions exhibit characteristics of both the corresponding spatial concentration distributions and time-activities. There are elevated values in the Helsinki city centre, along major roads and streets, and in the vicinity of urban district centres. The high home and work exposures in the centre of Helsinki are caused both by the relatively high concentrations and the highest population and workplace densities in the area.

The spatial distributions of the population exposures at home and work correlate poorly (cf. Figs. Figure 7b-c). The reason is that while most of the work environments are located either in the centre of Helsinki and in district centres, or in major industrial, service and commercial regions, a substantial fraction of residences are also located in suburban areas.

As expected, the exposure while in traffic is focused along the main network of roads and streets, and in their immediate vicinity. These exposures may be under-predicted for three main reasons. First, the traffic flow and emission modelling does not completely allow for all the effects of traffic congestion. The traffic flow modelling does take into account the slowing down of traffic in certain regions and streets, and the emission modelling takes into account
the dependency of emissions on the travel speed. However, the emission modelling does not take into account the effects of idling, and the deceleration and acceleration of vehicles. Traffic congestion occurs frequently in the centre of Helsinki, and also along the main roads and streets, especially during rush hours. Second, the dispersion modelling and the spatial averaging does not allow for the very fine-scale (< 50 m), highest peak concentrations above the roads and streets. The dispersion modelling also does not include any treatment for dispersion in street canyons, which tends to result in an under-prediction of concentrations. Third, by assuming no indoor sources (the infiltration factor for vehicles is equal to one) the indoor concentrations are neglected.

We have allowed for only the influence of outdoor air pollution on the population exposure. We have not addressed the indoor sources and sinks of pollution; however, indoor sources such as, e.g., tobacco smoking, cooking, heating and cleaning can cause additional short-term concentration maxima. We have also assumed that the infiltration factor is temporally constant. The temporal variation of indoor concentrations would be expected to be smoother, compared with our assessments, due to the delay associated with the infiltration of outdoor air pollution to indoors. Such a delay would mainly affect shorter term exposure assessments; we have considered only annual average exposures in the present study.

3.4.2 Exposures originated from various source categories in 2009

The population exposures from various source categories were also computed for each hour of the year. The contribution of each source category to the total population exposure to PM$_{2.5}$ concentrations in the Helsinki have been presented in Fig. Figure 6b. The population exposure originated from the LRT background concentrations is responsible for a major fraction, 86 %, of the total exposure. The second largest contributors are vehicular emissions (12 %) and shipping (2 %). The exposure originated from major stationary sources is negligible, caused by the dispersion of pollutants to wide regions due to high stacks for most of these installations. However, the above mentioned percentage values include some uncertainties, due to excluding the small-scale combustion from these computations. The contribution of small-scale combustion on the population exposure will be higher than its contribution to the total emissions, due to the low injection heights.
We have presented in Figs. Figure 8a-c the spatial distributions of annually averaged predicted population exposures to PM$_{2.5}$ in Helsinki in 2009, originated from various source categories. The population exposure caused by shipping is focused in central Helsinki, near the main harbours and within some densely inhabited parts of the city. As expected, the population exposure is relatively substantially lower within the main park areas (e.g., Central Park, and the parks of Kaisaniemi and Kaivopuisto) and a cemetery (Hietaniemi). In the harbours and their vicinity (approx. 1 km from the harbour), the contribution of shipping to total exposure can reach up to 20%.

4 Conclusions

We have presented a refined version of a mathematical model for the determination of human exposure to ambient air pollution. A review of the main characteristics of the previous and current versions of the EXPAND model have been presented in Table 4. The revisions of the modelling system include the following: (i) The treatment of the time-use of population has been extended to include all the age groups and a wide range of activities, including detailed treatments of the various traffic modes, and a wide range of recreational activities; (ii) The infiltration coefficients from outdoor to indoor air have been updated based on new information from the ULTRA-2 study; (iii) The revised model version can also be used for evaluating intake fractions, and the model can be applied using several internationally applied coordinate systems. The model can be used for evaluating specific population exposures, e.g., in terms of population age-groups, microenvironments, source categories or individual sources.

Numerical results have been presented on the spatial concentrations, the time activity and the population exposures to PM$_{2.5}$ in the Helsinki Metropolitan Area for 2008 and in Helsinki for 2009. The computations included the regionally and long-range transported pollution and the vehicular emissions both for 2008 and 2009. In addition, the emissions from major stationary sources and the emissions from shipping in the sea areas and in the harbours of Helsinki have been considered in the simulations for 2009. The above mentioned emission source categories contain all the most important sources in the area, except for small-scale combustion (such as, residential heating). It has been estimated that small-scale combustion contributes 18% to the total PM$_{2.5}$ emissions in the Helsinki Metropolitan Area. It was not possible to take into account those residential sources, due to scarcity of spatially resolved emission data.
We have conducted an unprecedentedly detailed and accurate emission inventory of PM$_{2.5}$ originated from shipping in 2009, using the STEAM emission model. The emissions per unit area were largest within three major harbour areas in Helsinki; the second largest emissions occurred along the main shipping routes. This study presents for the first time for this capital region quantitative evaluations of the influence of shipping emissions on the concentrations and population exposure.

A comprehensive and up-to-date inventory was compiled of the time-activity of the population of approximately 1.0 million inhabitants. This inventory included the fine-scale spatial distributions of hourly time-activity of all the age groups of the population during a year, classified into four micro-environmental categories: home, workplace, traffic and other activities. On average, people spend most of their time at home. As expected, in the late afternoon and early evening, people spend a substantial fraction of their time in traffic and in other activities (these include, e.g., shopping and various recreational activities). The work time-activities are focused in some regions of central Helsinki, in the district centres, and in some industrial areas, whereas the home activities are much more evenly dispersed throughout the area.

Finally, we evaluated the population exposures both in terms of the micro-environments and the main source categories. Approximately 60% of the total exposure occurred at home, 17% at work, 4% in traffic and 19% in other micro-environments. The spatial distributions of the population exposures exhibit characteristics of both the corresponding spatial concentration distributions and time-activities. There were elevated exposure values in the Helsinki city centre, along major roads and streets, and in the vicinity of urban district centres. The high home and work exposures in the centre of Helsinki were caused both by the relatively high concentrations and the highest population and workplace densities in the area.

As expected, the exposure while in traffic was focused along the main network of roads and streets, and in their immediate vicinity. However, the exposures in traffic may be under-predicted in this study for three main reasons. First, the emission modelling does not explicitly allow for the traffic congestion. Second, the dispersion modelling and the spatial averaging do not allow either for the dispersion in street canyons or the very fine-scale
concentration distributions above the roads and streets. Third, the indoor concentrations are neglected.

The population exposure originated from the LRT’ed background concentrations was responsible for a major fraction, 86 %, of the total exposure. The second largest contributors were vehicular emissions (12 %) and shipping (2 %). The exposure originated from major stationary sources was marginally small. In the harbour areas and their vicinity (approximately at the distance of 1 km), the contribution of shipping to total exposure can reach up to 20 %.

The values for the infiltration factors were updated based on the best available information, from the ULTRA-2 study. However, the assumed infiltration values are averages for residential and workplace buildings, and do not take into account the specific characteristics of individual buildings, such as the efficiency of ventilation and the filtering of pollutants, or pollution sources and sinks within the indoor microenvironments. The relevant information regarding the whole of the building stock was not sufficient for conducting such assessments.

This model has been designed to be utilised by municipal authorities in evaluating the impacts of traffic planning and land use scenarios. It has been used, for instance, as an assessment tool in the revision of the transportation system plan for the Helsinki Metropolitan Area. Such detailed population exposure models can also be a valuable tool of assessment to estimate the adverse health effects caused to the population by air pollution, both for the present and in the future. The model, including the GIS-based methodology, could also be applied on a regional scale in the future.

The methodologies developed, and the EXPAND model itself, are available to be utilised also for other urban areas world-wide, and within other integrated modelling systems, providing that sufficiently detailed concentration fields and time-activity surveys will be available. The data that is commonly the most difficult to find and process to a suitable format is the detailed time-activity information. This data should include at least a survey regarding the temporally varying location of the population in residential and workplace environments. Whenever possible, this information should be accompanied with time-activity information of the population in traffic and at recreational activities. The location of the population in traffic can
commonly be estimated mainly based on traffic flow information, combined with information on the number of passengers in private cars, buses and other vehicles.

The executable program of the EXPAND model for Windows operating system for evaluating human exposure to air pollution in an urban area is available upon request from the authors.
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Table 1: Compilation of available results on the PM$_{2.5}$ infiltration factors in the building stocks in the Helsinki Metropolitan Area, based on the results from the EXPOLIS and ULTRA-2 studies. In case of the EXPOLIS study, the main references have been listed. For the ULTRA-2 study, the methods have been mentioned; these infiltration factors have not been previously published. SD = standard deviation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acronym of study</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Type of buildings</th>
<th>Number of buildings</th>
<th>Infiltration factor (mean ± SD)</th>
<th>References or method</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EXPOLIS</td>
<td>1996-97</td>
<td>Residences</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>0.59±0.17</td>
<td>Hänninen et al. (2004 and 2011)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EXPOLIS</td>
<td>1996-97</td>
<td>Workplaces</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>0.47±0.24</td>
<td>Hänninen et al. (2005)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ULTRA-2</td>
<td>1999</td>
<td>Residences</td>
<td>47 (180)$^a$</td>
<td>0.58±0.15</td>
<td>sulphur-based method (Hänninen et al., 2013)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ULTRA-2</td>
<td>1999</td>
<td>Residences</td>
<td>47 (180)$^a$</td>
<td>0.55±0.13</td>
<td>Aerosol-based method (Hänninen et al., 2013)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^a$ Number of daily measurements in parenthesis.
Table 2 Comparison between measured and predicted annual average PM$_{2.5}$ concentrations (µg/m$^3$) at the measurement sites in the vicinity of harbours, and at an urban background site in Helsinki. All modelled values are for 2009. SD = standard deviation based on the hourly values.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name of the measurement site</th>
<th>Classification of the measurement site</th>
<th>Annual mean ± SD, modelled</th>
<th>Year of measurements</th>
<th>Annual mean ± SD, measured</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Etelärinta</td>
<td>In the vicinity of a harbour</td>
<td>8.7±3.3</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>9.8±9.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katajanokka</td>
<td>In the vicinity of a harbour</td>
<td>8.0±2.9</td>
<td>2009</td>
<td>7.7±6.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western harbour</td>
<td>In the vicinity of a harbour</td>
<td>8.2±3.2</td>
<td>2008</td>
<td>8.7±8.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kallio</td>
<td>Urban background</td>
<td>8.2±3.0</td>
<td>2009</td>
<td>8.4±5.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3 Contribution in each microenvironment to total time-activity and exposure.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Microenvironment</th>
<th>Contribution to total time-activity (%)</th>
<th>Contribution to total exposure (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Home</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Work</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Traffic</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other activity</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 4 A summary of the refinements of the EXPAND model done in this study.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Previous version (Kousa et al., 2002)</th>
<th>Current version (this study)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Emissions</td>
<td>Vehicular (exhaust), major stationary sources</td>
<td>Vehicular (exhaust and suspension), major stationary sources, shipping</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pollutants addressed</td>
<td>NO\textsubscript{x} and NO\textsubscript{2}</td>
<td>PM\textsubscript{2.5}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dispersion models</td>
<td>CAR-FMI, UDM-FMI, measured regional background</td>
<td>CAR-FMI, UDM-FMI, LOTOS-EUROS, measured regional background</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time-activity data</td>
<td>Working age population (25-65 years), year 2000</td>
<td>All age groups, wider range of activities for various traffic modes and recreational activities, year 2010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infiltration rates</td>
<td>Based on the EXPOLIS project</td>
<td>Based on the EXPOLIS and ULTRA2 projects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model results</td>
<td>Population exposure, microenvironment- and source-specific</td>
<td>Population exposure and intake fractions, microenvironment-, source- and population group-specific</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coordinate systems</td>
<td>Finnish coordinate system</td>
<td>Several international and national coordinate systems</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 1. (a) Location of the harbours and the measurement sites in their vicinity in 2009. The notation for harbours: Katajanokka harbour (KH), Southern harbour (SH), Western harbour (WH); and for the measurement sites: Eteläranta (EM), Katajanokka (KH), Western harbour (WM). The urban background measurement site at Kallio has also been marked in the figure. (b) The predicted emissions of PM$_{2.5}$ originated from shipping (g/cell) in Helsinki in 2009; the size of each grid cell is 0.001 °.
Figure 2. Predicted annual average concentrations of PM$_{2.5}$ ($\mu$g/m$^3$) in the Helsinki Metropolitan Area in 2008. The grid size is 50 m x 50 m and the size of the depicted area is 20 km x 16 km.

Figure 3. Predicted daily averaged against observed PM$_{2.5}$ concentrations at the stations of a) Kallio (urban, background) and b) Mannerheimintie (urban, traffic) in 2008.
Figure 4. The diurnal variation of the activity of the population in the Helsinki Metropolitan Area in four microenvironments, based on the data for 2009 and 2010. Children that are younger or equal to ten years old have not been included in the statistics of this figure.
Figure 5. The predicted density of population (no. persons), evaluated as an average for 2009 and 2010, for a) all micro-environments, b) home, c) work, d) traffic and e) other activities. The grid size is 50 m x 50 m.
Figure 6. Contribution to the total population exposures to PM$_{2.5}$: a) in each microenvironment in the Helsinki Metropolitan Area in 2008, and b) originated from various source categories in Helsinki, in 2009.
Figure 7. Predicted population exposure per year (µg/m³ * no. people) to regionally and long-range transported pollution and the emissions originated from the urban vehicular traffic PM$_{2.5}$ in the Helsinki Metropolitan Area in 2008: a) all microenvironments, b) home, c) work, d) traffic and e) other activities.
Figure 8. Predicted population exposure per year (µg/m³ * no. people) to PM$_{2.5}$ in Helsinki in 2009. The unit is number of people * µg/m³. The computations included regionally and long-range transported background, and the emissions originated from vehicular traffic, shipping and major stationary sources: a) total exposure, b) only emissions from vehicular traffic and c) only emissions from shipping.
Appendix A. The coordinate systems of the model.

The EXPAND model was refined to be able to compute exposures and intake fractions internationally using the following coordinate systems:

(i) ETRS-GKn, in which GK refers to the Gauss-Krüger -projection and n stands for the zone of the projection (in total 13 projections),

(ii) longitude and latitude (WGS84) and

(iii) Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) coordinate system.

In addition, the new model version can use the national Finnish coordinate system (abbreviated as KKJ) in all the defined zones.